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A B S T R A C T

Legibility is the extent to which a space can be easily recognized. Evaluating legibility is particularly desirable

in indoor spaces, since it has a large impact on human behavior and the efXciency of space utilization. However,

indoor space legibility has only been studied through survey and trivial simulations and lacks scalable quanti-

tative measurement. We utilized a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN), which is structurally similar to

a human perception system, to model legibility in indoor spaces. To implement the modelling of legibility for

any indoor space, we designed an end-to-end processing pipeline from indoor data retrieving to model training

to spatial legibility analysis. Although the model performed very well (98% accuracy) overall, there are still dis-

crepancies in model's recognizing conXdence among different spaces, reYecting legibility differences. To prove

the validity of the pipeline, we deployed a survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk, collecting 4015 samples. Mean-

while, we also conducted an identical survey, collecting 570 samples, on occupants in the station. The human

samples showed a similar behavior pattern and mechanism as the DCNN models. Further, we used model re-

sults to visually explain legibility differences resulting from architectural program, building age, building style,

as well as identify visual clusterings of spaces.

1. Introduction

Legibility refers to the ability of spaces to be recognized and identi-

Xed by users from their visual qualities. As Kevin Lynch put it, legibil-

ity, parallel with the concept of apparent visual clarity [1]; p2) refers

to the ease at which its (spatial) parts may be recognized and can be

organized into a coherent pattern . And if a space is legible, it can be

visually grasped as a related pattern of recognizable symbols [1]; p2,

p3).

Lynch's groundbreaking work focuses on legibility at the city level.

Other authors have applied the concept at the building scale as a mea-

surement of the ease at which one can recognize a space [2]. Leg-

ibility is an indication of how architectural spaces can (potentially)

be comprehended [3]. Legibility is particularly important in indoor

spaces primarily used for commuting such as train stations

and airports. In successful cases, commuters and visitors alike can eas-

ily recognize and identify the spaces around them, resulting in reduced

confusion and increased understanding of the space. If one were able to

quantify this quality, such spaces should reYect a higher level of legibil-

ity. Although the legibility of indoor spaces can be easily perceived by

any individual, a scalable and robust method to measure and quantify

legibility is missing from the current literature.

The key to legibility is how easy one can distinguish and identify one

space from another. Buildings and cities that possess relatively uniform

or undifferentiated spatial properties between spatial segments are typ-

ically regarded as being lacking in identity and thus, considered to be

less legible [1]; Ellard 2009). Significantly [4] describes such spaces as

promoting loss of orientation because they lack salient landmarks and

are visually indistinguishable.

Therefore, the task central to quantifying legibility in indoor spaces

is answering the following question: how difXcult it is to cor
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rectly identify and classify a certain spatial segment? Legibility is hard

to measure in previous work due to the lack of appropriate data and

tools. For example surveys conducted on human subjects are always

limited by time-cost and lack of scalability. As the ability of ArtiX-

cial Neural Network to analyze visual information is getting to a hu-

man-level performance, thus, we propose a classiXcation problem using

a Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) to proxy the modelling

of legibility of indoor spaces using photographic images as input. We

designed an inexpensive and modular device with which we collected

over 200,000 images in two Parisian train stations: Gare de Lyon and

Gare St. Lazare. These images were organized into spatial segments, a

process further discussed in the Methodology section. Subsequently we

trained a DCNN to predict the pre-labeled spatial segment of every im-

age. The model achieved 98% accuracy on the testing set. Analysis of

the model's results suggested some recommendations and guidelines for

space design and management.

To validate the correctness and robustness of the model, we de-

ployed a survey on Amazon Mechanical Turk in order to test the consis-

tency between the DCNN and human performance in the decision-mak-

ing process. The results strongly imply consistency between the two.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Measuring legibility

Although most research discusses the universality of legibility [5 7],

other work suggests that legibility relies on individual experience,

meaning that each person has a unique understanding of space that orig-

inates from his or her socio-cultural associations (Gulick, 1963) or per-

sonal lived experience [8,9]. However, as clariXed in The Image of the
City [1]; p7) substantial agreement among occupants exhibits consen-

sus, which interests designers who aspire to model an environment that

will be used by many people.

Several scholars have explored different methods to measure col-

lective spatial legibility. In the description of the concept of legibil-

ity by Lynch [1], he explains how different environmental characteris-

tics inYuence mental representations. This idea has been further devel-

oped by researchers like [7] and Gärling and colleagues (1986) suggest-

ing that environmental characteristics contributing to legibility include

the degree of visual access, differentiation of the environment, and the

complexity of spatial layout. Hence, during the last Xve decades, there

have been two major approaches to assessing indoor legibility: empiri-

cal study through questionnaires and behavior monitoring, and theoret-

ical analysis using modelling and simulation.

2.1.1. Empirical analysis
In empirical studies, the measurement of legibility has been done

through surveys and participant observation methods, most commonly

using questionnaires to ask individuals about their perceptions and

opinions about certain spaces [10]. assessed the inYuence of topolog-

ical connections between points by surveying 63 participants within

three building settings and veriXed the sequence of chosen points and

paths with photograph. The results showed that Yoor plan complex-

ity has a significant inYuence on both cognitive mapping and wayXnd-

ing performance [7]. used self-reported data to evaluate the legibil-

ity of 10 buildings. Weisman pointed out that not only does the sim-

plicity of an architectural plan contribute significantly to spatial leg-

ibility, respondents' own familiarity with these spaces is a key fac-

tor in minimizing disorientation. Those Xndings have revealed sev-

eral factors inYuencing legibility and increased understanding of the

mechanism of wayXnding. Notwithstanding, as mentioned in the pa-

pers themselves, observation and survey methods are expensive, time

consuming, and raise concerns about individ

ual biases (Downs et al., 1977). For example, Lynch's groundbreaking

work was criticized for using results from its small sample to generalize.

In using only around 30 interviews in Boston and 15 in Jersey City and

Los Angeles, his results likely show highly personal biases [11]. Also

the accuracy of the exhibiting consensus is largely limited: for example,

some questionnaires asked about the level of lost feeling in certain

spaces/buildings; some use hand-drawn maps to evaluate the accuracy

of drawn path segments and location of intersection points.

2.1.2. Theoretical analysis
In recent years with the development of computation algorithms, re-

searchers have utilized quantitative methods such as space syntax to

measure legibility. A more recent approach is to use visual graph analy-

sis (VGA), developed by Turner, Doxa, O'Sullivan, and Penn in 2001

[12]. VGA has been used for agent-based analyses on space syntax rep-

resentations in order to understand the relationship between legibility

and different building typologies [6]. Such a method addresses how well

a person can see his or her surroundings, as well as the connectivity and

complexity of buildings and their layouts and makes results comparable

between Yoorplans [3]. However, the claim that space syntax methods

accurately model pedestrian decision making has faced criticism [13].

Moreover, even if human behavior is correctly modeled, this approach

only considers building topology and spatial conXguration while ignor-

ing other inYuential visual elements of the space.

With the development of mobile geographic information systems

(GIS) and mobile mapping technologies, some researchers have pro-

posed experiments using global positioning systems (GPS) to capture

participants movement and use that data to quantify legibility [14].

However, even if it is possible to overcome the technical difXculties as-

sociated with indoor localization, it remains arduous to integrate spatial

attributes and human perception with the collected movement informa-

tion.

iii. Limitations in legibility evaluation practice
Generally, the legibility of space is considered to be inYuenced by

three major factors: the Yoor-plan's conXguration, the complexity as

well as the saliency of architectural components in the environment

[10,15,16]. For empirical analysis, it is fairly difXcult to conXrm the va-

lidity of individuals' behavior and preferences when measuring legibil-

ity. For example, socio-cultural differences (Gulick, 1963) or individual

experiences [9] with limited sample size may induce large variations in

such approaches. Spatial legibility lacks more objective and compara-

tive measurement methods. Thus several previous theoretical research

efforts have built simulation model to study Yoor-plan conXguration

and found factors that strengthen legibility. However, this methodology

is limited by the model's representational ability. For example, space

syntax only constructs the topological relationship between geometry.

The author who looked at Yoor plans is limited to discussions of plan

conXgurations and can not address other factors that also impact legibil-

ity. Considering indoor environments are much more complicated than

their Yoor plan conXguration, more visual information might produce

better measures of legibility. An informative models that can improve

the representation of perceived spaces is needed.

2.2. Images representations

We've all heard the cliché a picture is worth a thousand words .

Information such as objects [17] and scenes [18] can be interpreted

from images. It has also been substantiated that images are embed-

ded with a wide range of higher-level potential thing's properties, such

as safety of street segments [19]. Moreover, spatial knowledge

2
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such as depth [20,21], 3D scene construction [22], human perception

[23] and spatial conXguration [24] have also been explored in recent

years using two-dimensional images. Considering the literature, images

are a rich source for a quantitative study of legibility.

2.3. Deep Convolutional Neural Network

A Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) is a popular architec-

ture widely applied in interpreting images. DCNNs are very similar to

human visual systems: both use restricted receptive Xelds and a hierar-

chy of layers which progressively extract more and more abstracted fea-

tures [25]. Studies have shown DCNNs to resemble human feed-forward

vision in invariant object recognition [26 28] and human-level concept

learning can be done through probabilistic program induction [29]. The

performance of DCNN is achieved by a bank of Xlters whose weights are

learned during the training deployed to extract features from images.

It relies on high-dimensional descriptors, considering the interplay be-

tween aspects of images, instead of taking only one or two aspects into

consideration.

3. Methodology

To resolve the two key issues described above, we propose a pipeline

(Fig. 1) that starts with the utilization of a portable and modular device

to collect images in indoor spaces, followed by the assessment of spatial

legibility through a probabilistic inference, using Deep Convolutional

Neural Networks. For validation, we utilize a parallel experiment using

human subjects on Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowdsourcing survey

platform. To study the quality of such an application, the methodology

is tested in train stations, which are complex indoor environments.

First, the paper describes a device composed of two Lidar and a

360-degree Xeld of view camera that collected data from two Parisian

train stations: Gare St Lazare and Gare de Lyon. It then shows how a

ResNet architecture with 18 layers was trained to classify any given

image into a spatial segment. By analyzing the prediction results of

such identiXcation from the output of the network,

similarity is analyzed across different spatial segments within the sta-

tion and a measure of legibility among indoor spaces is developed.

However, it is difXcult to discern whether a DCNN model makes sim-

ilar errors and uses similar visual cues as human beings do. To shed light

on this problem, an online experiment is carried out to compare DCNN

classiXed legibility and the perception of actual human subjects. In this

experiment, participants are presented with an interface wherein they

should select images that they believe to be taken in the same place. We

collected 4015 samples implementing a space recognition task on Ama-

zon Mechanical Turk.

The application of a DCNN model to image data of spaces may be a

relatively objective measurement of legibility, and statistical and quan-

titative analysis based on the model may be well suited to guide archi-

tectural design and management. Also, the data collection devices and

pipeline can be scalable in practice.

3.1. Data collecting and device design

The experiment uses train stations as test sites. Train stations, as

complex transportation buildings, have large numbers of hallways and

subspaces and are easy to get lost in. We take two train stations in Paris

with two unique Yoor-plan layouts: Gare de Lyon and Gare St Lazare.

The study area covers most of the functional spaces (excluding tracks,

boarding platforms, and administrative areas) (Fig. 2). The image data

are collected using a device designed by the research team for this pro-

ject. (Fig. 3).

The data preparation task involved collecting as many geo-tagged

images in the stations as possible. Geo-tags should be precise enough

to indicate in which space the images were taken. Considering the traf-

Xc Yow at stations (246,500 daily passengers at Gare de Lyon and

275,000at Gare St. Lazare), and the desired potential to scale the

application in the future, we designed a portable and modular de-

vice that automates the process of taking images and documenting

their corresponding coordinates. A light-weight Lidar (Velodyne Lidar

Puck VLP-16) and an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to document

moving trajectory, a 360-degree camera (Vuze Plus 3D 360 Spheri-

cal VR 4K Camera) to capture visual attributes, and a microcomputer

Fig. 1. Diagram of methodology framework.
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Fig. 2. ProXle View of the study area - two train stations in Paris: (left) Gare de Lyon and (right) Gare St Lazare.

Fig. 3. (a) An image of the device and (b) elevation drawing of the image data collection device.

connected to an external hard drive are installed on a reXtted trolley

(Fig. 3). In order to maintain the mobility of the device, it is discon-

nected from external electric power and a battery is integrated into the

device itself. With the help of the device, Gare de Lyon and Gare St

Lazare were scanned in 58min and 1h 25min respectively. The trajec-

tories (Fig. 4) covered most areas of the stations open to the public ex-

cluding platforms, the internal areas of shops, and restrooms.

3.2. Data processing

The data collected from the device consists of three components:

IMU data, Lidar data, and 360° panoramic image data. First, the time-

stamps of those three data sources are synchronized. Each image ex-

tracted from the camera follows spherical projection and covers a 360°

view angle. In order to better simulate the perceived visual scene of hu-

mans, we transform this visual input into cubic projection to correct the

perspective distortion and crop the panoramic images. The approximate

Xeld of view of an individual human eye (measured from the Xxa-

tion point, i.e., the point at which one's gaze is directed) varies by facial

anatomy, but is typically superior (up, limited by the brow),

nasal (limited by the nose), inferior (down), and

temporal (towards the temple) [30]. In this case, panoramas were

cropped into each, covering almost all temporal views.

The goal of translating spherical project to cubic project is to achieve

the best estimation of the corresponding pixel in the cubic image given

its value and coordinate in the spherical image. Bourke (Bourke. 2016)

proposes a transformation strategy of two stages. The Xrst stage is to cal-

culate the polar coordinates corresponding to each pixel in the spherical

image. The second stage is to use the polar coordinates to form a vector

and Xnd which face and which pixel on that face the vector strikes.

After the projection transofrmation, images are resized into 224 pix-

els *224 pixels.

The process of conversion is illustrated in (Fig. 5). Each panoramic

image is cropped into 8 images.

Using open source Google Cartographer [31] for real-time simulta-

neous localization and mapping (SLAM), we collected the trajectory as

well as the architectural plans from the combined IMU and Lidar data.

After the trajectory is acquired, each processed image is automatically

annotated using its corresponding coordinates.

4
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Fig. 4. Device moving trajectory in (a) Gare St Lazare and (b) Gare de Lyon.

Fig. 5. (left) Spherical projection and (right) cubic projection.

3.3. Scene categories

The task of modelling is to identify the space, which is a classiXca-

tion rather than regression problem. The stations are divided into spa-

tial segments, and each image should be annotated with its respective

spatial segment. Three criteria are taken into consideration when des-

ignating those spatial segments: a consistent and uniXed architectural

function (for instance, images within one waiting room should be de-

Xned as one segment); a clear boundary (wall, fence, or column); and

a relatively small area. Adhering to these principles (Fig. 6), shows an

example of the amount of images of spatial segments. Since samples size

may vary to a large scale, we manually tailored the sample size to Xt the

area size of the spatial segment.

Fig. 6. Distribution of training samples per spatial segment.

3.4. ResNet, the DCNN architecture

Deep Residual Network (ResNet) [32] (Fig. 7) is an advanced frame-

work to ease the training of networks that are substantially

5
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Fig. 7. ResNet architecture.

deeper than those used previously in the Xeld. ResNet achieved

state-of-the-art performance in computer vision tasks, such as object de-

tection and scene semantic segmentation at the time of its emergence.

It won Xrst places on the tasks of ImageNet detection competition, Ima-

geNet localization competition, COCO (Common Object in Context) de-

tection, and COCO segmentation competition. It is a very popular and

typical framework and has many variations in its structure [33]. In this

experiment, a 18-layer ResNet is utilized.

The improvement in Resnet is achieved by introducing a deep resid-

ual learning block. Formulated by , where H(x) denotes

the desired underlying mapping. Letting the stacked nonlinear layers

Xt mapping of . x performs identity mapping, and is

added to the outputs of stacked layers as the short connections (Shown

in Fig. 7, a shortcut connections across every two stacked layers).

In our experiment, we use a 18 layer ResNet, consisting of 8 blocks

with short connections. (Fig. 7). We initialize the learning rate to 0.1

which decreases 0.1 every 30 epochs. The inputs of images are passed

through the feed-forward layer and the outputs of the average pooling

layer are passed to a softmax function which computes probabilities of

each class. Then the neural network is optimized through backpropaga-

tion automated in Pytorch in the training process.

3.5. Legibility index

The legibility index h of spatial segment i is calculated using the fol-

lowing formula:

(1)

In this equation, n is the number of images in spatial segment i.
is the model conXdence (In classiXcation models, the probability vector

obtained at the end of the pipeline, the softmax output, can be inter-

preted as model conXdence) in predicting image a as its true spatial

segment i.
Further, we deXne to be the accuracy

of segment i, to be the misclassiXcation

rate of segment i to segment j.
Since the training is performed station-wise, this index only repre-

sents the relative evaluation of how well one space can be identiXed

and distinguished from others within a single station. For example, the

vestibule in Gare de Lyon with a legibility index of 94.4 is considered

more distinguishable than a seating area in the same station with index

of 86.5.

4. Results

4.1. Data collection and data processing

58min and 1h 25min of video data were recorded in Gare de

Lyon and Gare St Lazare respectively, at 30 frames per second. We ex-

tracted panoramic images with the rate of 1 image per second from

the recorded video. After the projection transformation, 50,401

and 85,993 images were cropped from panoramic images from each sta-

tion. Because we found that augmentation in data-space improves per-

formance and reduces overXtting, in this scenario two types of data aug-

mentations are applied: random cropping regions, in which the area of

cropped images is between 40% and 100% of the original image; and

random horizontal Yipping with the chance of 50% for every image.

4.2. Model training and testing results

Two train stations are trained on the collected datasets individually.

The Resnet DCNN was implemented based on Pytorch framework. It

was trained using stochastic gradient descent with a constant learning

rate of 10 4. The model is deployed on a workstation that consists of

two parallel computing graphic card GeForce GTX 1070 Ti.

For Gare de Lyon, we tested the model on 88,869 images with

similar spatial distribution with control images, and 86,305 images

were correctly predicted for their spatial segments. The model achieves

97.11% prediction accuracy overall (Table .1) for its top-1 accuracy (the

one having the highest probability is the same as the target label) in lo-

calizing these testing images. The Xrst Yoor, mainly comprised of wait-

ing areas and shops, achieves 97.55%, whereas the lower Yoor, primar-

ily used for connection between modes of transport, has 96.89% accu-

racy. Meanwhile, there are some differences between horizontal per-

spectives (pitch=0) and non-horizontal (pitch 0) perspectives. The

non-horizontal perspectives, which show larger percentages of Yoor and

ceiling (Xeld of view of looking down and of looking up,

respectively), have lower accuracy. This is probably due to their homo-

geneity regarding geometric patterns and materials, with few distinctive

features. We also visualized conXdence of different spatial segment us-

ing gradient colors (Fig. 8). Image examples predicted as low and high

legibility is shown in (Fig. 9)

5. Analysis

The spatial segment prediction accuracy reYects whether a scene

can be correctly identiXed as its original (ground truth) space while

the conXdence of the model can be interpreted as the degree of con-

Xdence in classifying such scene image extracted from a space. At

this point, we assume that the legibility of certain spatial segments

is reYected in the DCNN model conXdence. The legibility of different

Table 1
Overall testing accuracy.

Station Accuracy (%) Legibility Index (%)

Gare de Lyon 97.11 89.15

First Floor 97.55 92.51

Lower Floor 96.88 86.69

Gare St Lazare 97.23 88.02

Third Floor 97.22 87.06

Second Floor 98.91 91.87

First Floor 96.56 87.54
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Fig. 8. Legibility index of each spatial segment in 1st Yoor in Gare St Lazare.

architectural programs as well as the visual elements that determine

legibility can be quantitatively studied by analyzing the results of the

model.

5.1. Architectural programs

As an architectural concept, program is deXned as the activities

and functions of a particular space. Generally speaking, distinct archi-

tectural programs are intended to have different and appropriate legi-

bility indexes because their user experience are intrinsically tied to their

function. For instance, the circulation and directionality of malls may

not be quite straightforward in order to extend the time spent within

the space. In other spaces, such as corridors in stations, clear and direct

indicators shorten wayXnding time and alleviate crowdedness and thus

are prominent design principles. SpeciXc to this study of train stations,

waiting areas are a key typology of space.

As such, each spatial element is tagged as one of three basic cate-

gories within each of the train stations: commercial, waiting, or corri-

dor area. After averaging the conXdence by programs listed above, St.

Lazare has much higher legibility level in waiting areas than the other

two categories and commercial areas are less recognizable according to

the model For Gare de Lyon, commercial areas are highly distinguish-

able, while corridors are less distinct visually (Table 2).

In the human validation survey (Details explained in Section 6 Val-

idation), we calculate the accuracy of humans identifying each spa-

tial segment and average the results by their assigned architectural

program. The commercial areas, similar to the pattern reYected in

the model, are less recognizable for humans. In practice, we would

recommend the waiting areas to be more legible so that improve circu-

lation efXciency.

5.2. Building style and building age

Preliminary results showed that legibility is related to architectural

style and building age. Gare de Lyon has undergone two major changes

after its construction: Hall 1 has retained its original spatial qualities

since the 1900s; Hall 2 was renovated in 2012; Hall 3 went through

an expansion project in 1977. The model performed best in Hall 1 and

worst in Hall 3 (Table 3). The design of Hall 1 consists of a combination

of materials including iron, plate glass, colored tile and reinforced con-

crete. The contrast between the brightly colored panels and the vertical

columns is strong. Those architectural characteristics helped the model

to recognize space. However, Hall 3, with bland modern materials and

repeated architecture elements, is harder for the model to identify.

5.3. Discriminative regions and repetitive elements

Certain elements in a physical environment may significantly in-

crease the level of legibility. Therefore, it is necessary to Xnd and locate

those elements that improve people's understanding and recognition of

the space. Drawing from a number of recent research projects in deep

learning, it is possible to infer the implicit attention of CNNs on an im-

age by simply looking at the weight matrix.

Recent works in DCNN model features have shown that the model

retains a remarkable ability to localize objects in the convolutional

layers until the Xnal fully-connected layer, which increases the po

7
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Fig. 9. Images with (a) high and (b) low conXdence in the prediction in Gare de Lyon.

Fig. 10. Model accuracy aggregated by Halls.

tential to identify the discriminative image region in a single forward

pass process. ClassiXcation Activation Mapping [34] is a decent way

to implement this idea. Combining the Resnet18 model architecture,

we describe the detailed procedure in terms of CAM technique: in a

forward pass, we deXne Fk(x,y) as the last convolutional layer fea-

ture map k, and deXne as the weight vector between global aver-

age pooling layer and softmax layer(a mathematical function that takes

as input a vector of K real numbers, and normalizes it into a proba-

bility distribution consisting of K probabilities.). According to the X-

nal classiXcation result, we will have the best class c with highest

weight c. Here we take c as the best linear combination weights

for feature map Fk(x,y), in terms of obtaining the importance of the

activation at feature map space. Hence, the class activation map can

be given by: The size of Mc would be the same

as the last convolutional layer, in our case, 11 by 11. We only need

to upsample it to 224 by 224, and composite the original input im-

age. It is possible to identify the images' regions most relevant to the

Table 2
ConXdence by architectural function.

Station Gare St Lazare Gare De Lyon

Type Commercial Waiting Corridor Commercial Waiting Corridor

Total Image 45287 21328 6420 23711 34280 30878

Accuracy 95.9 99.3 95.6 98.6 97.6 92.3

Legibility Index 84.3 94.6 84.0 93.7 91.9 82.1

Human Validation Accuracy 0.431 0.579 0.411 \ \ \
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Table 3
Model accuracy aggregated by Halls.

Hall Hall 1 (1900s) Hall 2 (2012) Hall 3 (1977)

Accuracy 99.1 92.1 82.9

class, to further understand the visual spatial feature that the model is

most interested in (see Fig. 10).

By observing the heatmaps (Fig. 11), it is possible to recognize and

understand the decision process of the model. In images with more de-

tails and information, such as the halls of both stations, the models tends

to rely upon items with higher level features and with semantic mean-

ings, while in simpler spaces such as staircase or corridors, the model is

looking at low-level features such as edges or lines on the walls, or tex-

tures on ceiling and Yoor. Notably, when images have an obvious van-

ishing pointing, the model would prioritize its attention on the vanish-

ing point instead of other strong elements. In other scenarios, the model

would prioritize detailed textures over raw textures, curved geometry

over orthogonal geometry. That is to say, model has an attention order

from perspective, object, texture to geometry (from high to low) (Fig.

12) (see Fig. 13).

As many recent scene text detection papers [33]; Jiang et al., 2017

[32]; have demonstrated, signs and texts in spaces are significant vi-

sual features and can be identiXed by DCNNs. In our case, in

Fig. 11. Examples of heatmaps of two station.

Fig. 12. Model attention priority (Author's diagram).

Fig. 13. Correlation between spatial segments in Gare St Lazare.

some spatial segments, CAM evidence suggests that obvious signs are re-

sponsible for the high legibility indices. However, notably, when apply-

ing the model to multi-Yoor buildings, some repeated identiXable signs

across Yoors can cause low accuracy and conXdence. For example, the

last image with a very legible toilettes sign on the Xrst row of Fig. 9 is

marked as low legibility in the model due to identical toilettes sign on

every Yoor.

5.4. Spatial correlation and spatial similarity structure

In order to Xgure out the similarity between two spatial segments,

a covariance matrix is introduced. Let i denote the sequence of each

spatial segment, j and k denote two spatial segments, N as sample total

count:

(2)

In this equation, subtitute Xi using the input before the last softmax

layer of DCNN architecture. In St. Lazare's case, Xi is a 111 by 1 vector.

From the graph, it could be interpreted that most spatial segments

are not very similar to each other. However, there are certain areas

where two segments look visually very alike. To further investigate

where and why those similarities occur, it is necessary to map it spa-

tially.
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Room-level 3D models for each station have been built to better vi-

sualize the correlation within its spatial context (Fig. 14). The width

of lines between two spatial segments represents the similarity (thicker

lines representing higher similarity). From this, obvious characteristics

appear: For Gare St. Lazare, links between spaces in one side of the cor-

ridor are strong while links across opposite corridors are significantly

weaker; for Gare de Lyon, there are almost no links between the two

Yoors and all stronger links are within a single Yoor. That is to say Gare

St. Lazare has a vertical visual layer structure and Gare de Lyon has a

horizontal visual layer structure.

5.5. Clustering

To Xnd clusters in a number of spatial segments, we used the Lou-

vain Method, which extracts communities from large networks (Blondel

et al., 2008). The method is a greedy optimization method that appears

to run in time O(n). Let Aij, ki, kj, 2m, ci, cj, represent: the edge weight

between nodes i and j; the sum of the weights of the edges attached to

nodes i; the sum of the weights of the edges attached to nodes j; the sum

of all of the edge weights in the graph; the communities of the nodes i;
the communities of the nodes j; simple delta function. In our case, every

node is The modularity can be deXned as:

(3)

This value is calculated by two steps: (1) removing i from its original

community, and (2) inserting i to the community of j. The two equations

are quite similar, and the equation for step (2) is:

(4)

The diagram (Fig. 15) reYects visually similar spatial segment pat-

terns. The closer the points, the more similar they are. In St Lazare, for

instance, although most points are a certain distance from one another,

there is a region where 10 points almost overlap with each other in the

diagram. These 10 spatial segments are commercial spaces with similar

visual characteristics. This clustering analysis can be applied in assisting

spatial management by identifying visual clusters which could reduce

potential confusion between spaces (see Fig. 16).

6. Validation

6.1. A. introduction of validation

Vision methods that quantify the perception of the built environment

are a promising methodology. In order to verify that results generated

by DCNNs from the previous sections can effectively evaluate the rela-

tionship between a physical space's appearance and human perception,

a validation survey is implemented on crowdsourcing platform Amazon

Mechanical Turk (AMT). After the crowdsourcing technique was intro-

duced in 2008, online crowdsourcing has been widely used in recent ur-

ban studies (P. [35,36]. Surveys designed with multimodal interactive

interfaces have increased the ability to externalize individual's percep-

tion. Using online visual surveys, the number of available participants

has also largely increased.

Previous empirical research has used hand-drawn maps, question-

naires or photographs to study the importance of the spatial factors af-

fecting legibility. For example, in one such experiment, images are used

in requiring participants to identify the places occurring on their path

[10]. The purpose of our survey is to 1. compare the results of legibil-

ity evaluation predicted by CNN model with human perception; and 2.

compare the visual clues that support the CNN model's decision making

with those of human beings'.

In order to be comparable with CNN model, we used the same pho-

tographs and designed a survey website (Fig. 15), entitled SpaceMatch

to host participants directed from AMT. SpaceMatch is an easy-to-fol-

low and interactive platform that participants feedback on

Fig. 14. Visual similarity structures in (a) Gare St. Lazare (b) Gare de Lyon.
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Fig. 15. Louvain 2D matrix for Gare st. Lazare.

Fig. 16. User interface of SpaceMatch.

indoor space legibility. SpaceMatch takes advantage of web animation

to create similar conditions for the human as the CNN model. For each

question, participants are Xrst given an animated panorama taken in

spatial segment A. This animation lasts 10 s. On the next stage, one im-

age from the spatial segment A is displayed as a control image with text

below explaining that it is taken from the scene they just saw. On the

same page, three images are displayed next to one another:

IMAGE 1: randomly picked from the same spatial segment A.

IMAGE 2: randomly picked from spatial segment B which DCNN

computes as having high similarity with segment A but has difXculty

identifying.

IMAGE 3: randomly picked from one spatial segment C excluding A

and B.

The three images are shufYed before displaying on the page. The

participants are then asked Which image of the three is from the same

space (as the one above)? .

After the participants decide which image they think is from the

same space, they are asked to identify three features that helped them to

make the decision. Each time they click on a certain point on the image,

the area is marked and the participants are asked to choose one prop-

erty from a drop down list, including light, material, texture, geometry

and object. The control image is displayed at the top of the page as ref-

erence.

Each participant is asked to complete Xve such questions. All the re-

sults are uploaded and stored in the database with a set of attributes

(Table 4).

6.2. Sampling

The purpose of the questionnaire is to verify if the CNN model's eval-

uation results are aligned with that of humans. Are the spatial segments

with a low legibility index as identiXed by the CNN model also difXcult

for humans to distinguish between? To test this, we sampled pairs with

the maximum covariance in the survey.

After the last activation layer, the dense (fully connected) layer of

the CNN model performs classiXcation on the features extracted with a

softmax activation function (explained above) to generate a value be-

tween 0 and 1 for each spatial segment. The vector yi consists of the

value of each spatial segment. We deXne as

the covariance between (i,j) segments, where represents the predicted

value of j segment at k sample belonging to segment, D,K are the total

sample amounts of (i,j) segments.

For each sample from the segments, the probability of prediction in

segment i is:

(5)

For each segment i, the maximum covariance with segments j,
represents that segment j is highest similar compared to other segments

in the model in our case computed by model.

All the segment covariances ,

are ranked and images from the top 90

Table 4
Attributes associated with each question.

User information IP of the participants to avoid robotics

Image ID of A,B,C Filename to orient spatial segments of the displayed images

on the webpage

User Choice Filename and its spatial segments of the image chosen by the

user

Location of

pointing(*3)

X,Y coordinate of the click position on the image

Properties of

pointing(*3)

Properties of light, material, texture, geometry, object that

user chose
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pairs are selected for the question pool. In other words, Image_b as ex-

plained above is from the segment regarded as the most similar segment

to the control image computed by the model.

6.3. Validation results

The survey was launched on Amazon Mechanical Turk for 21 days

and 4015 valid results (after Xltering out survey robots) (Table 5) were

collected in total. 54.5% of the participants chose the correct image_1

and 37% participants chose image_2. Only 8.5% of the participants se-

lected image_3 showing that they had a different judgement compared

to the model. This result shows that the scenes that are difXcult for the

DCNN to identify are not legible enough for humans' perception as well.

The results from the crowdsourcing survey validate that quantifying the

visual legibility of built-environment using computer vision is a reason-

able approximation for human's apparent visual clarity. To further elim-

inate the possibility that occupants of the station may have different

survey results from those participants who have never been to the sta-

tion, we collaborated with SNCF in requesting 15 train-station workers

and 42 random customers to take the same survey(Table 6). The result

from those building occupants did not show significant difference with

online crowdsourcing data. However, due to the time limitation, 57 par-

ticipants with 570 samples in total may not be enough to conclude that

online participants perceive the space's legibility in the same way as the

building occupants do.

6.4. Feature comparison

With results conXrming a consistency in choice-making between hu-

mans and DCNN, a further study was conducted to compare the speciXc

visual features humans and the DCNN model used in their decision-mak-

ing process.

As mentioned in earlier sections, the Class Activation Mapping

(CAM) method is applied after the fully-connected layer of the model

to study the model's attention in the DCNN model [34]. In order to un-

derstand what visual evidence supported participants' decisions when

selecting images, they are asked to select three speciXc interest points

on the image. These points are visualized on the images and then trans-

lated into a heatmap representation to compare with the model atten-

tion heatmap generated by DCNN (Fig. 17) (see Fig. 18) (see Fig. 19)

(see Fig. 20).

The images below come from a comparison of the heatmap gener-

ated by the DCNN model and the human's selection. In some spaces,

Table 5
Total selection amount among image categories.

Image ID

image_a_1

(same

segment)

image_b (highly similar with

deXned by model)

image_c

(random

segment)

selection

(times)

2187 1484 344

% 54.5% 37.0% 8.5%

Table 6
Total selection amount from on site participants.

Image ID

image_a_1

(same

segment)

image_b (highly similar with

deXned by model)

image_c

(random

segment)

selection

(times)

349 203 18

% 61.2% 35.6% 3.2%

they share quite similar focus areas. However in some spaces, human

and the DCNN model look at different areas.

Compared to the focus features of CNN model, human's sense of

spatial legibility is heavily dependent on objects. The selected proper-

ties and points show evidence that the participants used objects such

as TV screens or advertisement boards to help recognize spaces and lo-

cate themselves. They also tend to use materials to help position them-

selves: for example, the consistent texture on the Yoor or on the ceiling.

The selection of these features can be explained by the fact that humans

are able to unconsciously transform an image into a mental image of

a 3D space. However, for the CNN model, even though it is trained by

panoramic images, it can only extract 2D information. It lacks human's

spatial feeling . We summarize human attention priority in (Fig. 17).

Tables 7 and 8.

6.5. Quantitative comparison

To further quantify the overlapping features between human and

model, we compared the focus areas picked by participants and the

heatmap of the neural network model as a posterior predictive check.

The focus areas, sampled using a 10-pixel radius circle area, are mapped

onto the gray heatmap. As explained above, the value from the heatmap

represents the attention weight by the model. The posterior predictive

check here is to quantify to what extent participants' selections follow

the model's conXdence interval (high attention area) conditioned on the

maximum probability they can have:

Among all the survey images, in some scenes, a human's focus area

highly follows the most informatic area deXned in the model. However,

for the minimum condition, humans use very small proportion of the in-

formatic area in the model as reference and look primarily at a different

area compared with the model.

Based on the above analysis, the questionnaire shows that it is clear

that the perception results (matching the correct spatial segments) from

both the model and humans are highly similar to each other. The model

and the humans can not easily identify the same spatial areas, and often

make the same wrong decisions. However, in most of the cases, the fea-

tures supporting their decision-making didn't show strong correlation:

the CNN model heavily relies on the low resolution information in the

image while for human, the perception process is much more complex.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a complete workYow to quantify legi-

bility using DCNN models on a large-scale dataset collected in indoor

spaces. The preliminary results reYect differences in legibility between

different spaces in the stations. Additionally we developed a methodol-

ogy to validate the legibility index generated by the DCNN model using

survey results from samples collected from a crowdsourcing platform.

The correlation between the model results and survey results conXrmed

the validity of our legibility modelling proposal. The current study and

its results suggest the following contributions from our work:

- Our self-designed device enables us to collect imagery data with

geo-information within a short time frame. Using a consumer level

Lidar, IMU and 360 camera, our prototype can be easily reproduced

for quantifying legibility or similar tasks in both indoor and outdoor

spaces.

- With data augmentation and a training parameter, our model has

achieved 98% top-1 accuracy on a testing set. This technique can then

be further applied to indoor positioning by virtue of its inexpensive-

ness and fast deployment speed.
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Fig. 17. Images of (a) similar and (b) different attention area between computer model and human decisions.

- The analysis of the model's accuracy on different spatial segments pro-

vides insights about quantitative discrepancy in legibility for different

spaces. Along with basic architectural properties, knowledge regard-

ing legibility can further be transformed into tools for architectural

study and criteria for interior design.

Although this method has a clearer value proposition and more re-

liable workYow compared to other recent works, there are still several

limitations:
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Fig. 18. Human attention priority (Author's diagram).

Fig. 19. Posterior predictive check by mapping points on one channel heatmap.

- Although image representations are very comprehensive, they only

contain visual information. Legibility is connected with multiple

senses such as hearing, smell and touch [1]. In developing the vali-

dation experiment, we compared two different survey methods. One

was to ask the users to draw polygons on the images to identify

the important points. However, it is a rather complicated user expe-

rience, and it, in some ways, limits the potential selections to spe-

ciXc objects. For example, if the continuity of material or the light

atmosphere inYuenced the user's decision, it is difXcult to draw a

precise polygon on the images to represent these qualities. So we

chose a second method as described in the paper. Because of this,

we lost some information through the process of data collec

Fig. 20. Histogram of posterior predictive check of human selection.

Table 7
Total selection amount in properties.

Properties 1st Choice 2nd Choice 3rd Choice

Object 41.5% 33.8% 30.5%

Material 15.3% 20.0% 20.7%

Color 13.9% 15.6% 16.5%

Light 15.5% 16.6% 13.0%

Geometry 10.5% 10.4% 12.7%

Other 3.3% 3.6% 6.7%

Table 8
Distribution of the posterior predictive check.

Value Max Min Mean Medium

0.756 0.202 0.465 0.491

tion. For example, the analysis results would be different when sam-

pling points with different radii. Because of the simpliXcation inher-

ent to the online questionnaire, it is difXcult to robustly verify the re-

lationship between human and algorithmic perception. More precise

experiments should be tested for greater comparison.

- Admittedly, there are several previous researches that used images

in surveying legibility by evaluating identiXcation accuracy and ani-

mated panoramic images provide much more information compared

to a static images, similarly to either hand-drawn map or oral de-

scriptions, animated panoramic photographs are still biased represen-

tations. It is hard to verify that the results by these images are the

same with real-location experience.

- The legibility score is applicable to certain conXned spaces. In the case

of Gare St Lazare, the model is only trained on images from the sta-

tion alone and therefore, the score can only effectively reYect the rela-

tive legibility among spaces in this speciXc station. In future research,

we will be making effort to train a more universal model that not

only taken into account not only experimental spaces, but also exter-

nal spaces people experience daily.

- To what extent individuals differ from a universal perception of leg-

ibility is still to be substantiated by more evidence. In our research,

we ignored the individual factor in order to arrive at a more general

and universal conclusion. In future research, through analyzing user

portraits using data collected from online survey platform, we hope to

Xnd more answers to this question.

- In this paper, we mainly discuss a method to study the objective

properties of spaces' legibility. The current study does not address
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the paths or destinations of occupants. In order to deeper understand

people's behavior and assist people's wayXnding, future experiments

should also include wayXnding tasks.
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